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Chapter 16

“Don’t even think about it!”

Sarah looked at Lidya coldly, putting one hand in front of her belly.

Lidya look like a joke at her, “You do not want to have to think, can not help
you! …… oh yes, I’ll let you admire in addition to my wedding outside, there is
bad news for you.”

“Your brother-in-law was sentenced for intentionally hurting Brian. He is going
to be in prison for four years.”

Sarah struggled to get up, “Lidya, why are you doing this? He has nothing to
do with this!”

Lidya shrugged, “How can I control A stranger? But Sarah, now you should
understand that no one can save you, or listen to me obediently, I can
consider finding someone to help your brother-in-law.”

Her voice turned softly, but her eyes were cold.

…

In the old house of the Davidson Family, everyone was busy talking about
Lidya’s child, only Brian, who was about to become a father, did not feel the
slightest joy.



Mrs. Davidson was very dissatisfied, “At the beginning you found that woman
to stimulate me to accept Lidya, and now I agree with you to get married, why
do you want to regret it again?”

Brian nodded deeply and sipped the tea. Postpone the wedding.”

Mrs. Davidson was exasperated, “Lidya is pregnant now, and she won’t be
able to hide it anymore. What are you hesitating about?”

Brian was silent, and Lidya let him hold the wedding before he was ready. It’s
really impossible.

Lidya upstairs turned her eyes when she heard the conversation between the
two and got an idea.

“Auntie…”

Mrs. Davidson stopped talking and put on a smile, “Why haven’t you rested
yet?”

Lidya looked softly and hesitantly, “Auntie, I want to discuss some things with
you, and I want to wait until the next spring to have a baby before the
wedding. .”

“I won’t be able to take over work after the child is born. I want to save more
works now, and this time it is for the contemporary spokesperson of the Jin
Group abroad. She remembers Brian said that we have a project with the
intention of cooperating with Jin Group. ……”

The Lady Serena was clear, and gave Brian a deep look, “You, are you still
not satisfied with marrying such a considerate helper!”

Lidya sighed inwardly so that she had a reason to come from abroad. When
it’s the due date, or when the month gets older, she will show her stuff sooner
or later.



As for the wedding, it’s okay to drag it for a while, as long as she gets the
certificate with Brian, who dares not admit that she is Mrs. Davidson?

For the next few months, Sarah was locked in a dark basement, as if isolated
from the world. She didn’t even have the concept of time, just watched her
belly grow numbly.

Lidya has never been, here again, only the guards outside are the only
humans in her vicinity. It seems that she went on her honeymoon after the
marriage with Brian.

During this time, Sarah thought of Brian the most.

She doesn’t know if he was very happy when he saw her “dead”?

Sarah’s belly was surprisingly big, and the personal doctor who came for the
checkup was also very surprised, and the judgment was overnutrition.

Lidya, who was far away in the United States, allowed Sarah to go out and
walk around the yard after receiving the news.

Only then did Sarah know that she was in a small manor on the mountain, and
there were no households around, and there was no way to ask for help. She
didn’t know where to go even if she let her run.

After that, she seemed to suddenly want to prescribe, no longer rejecting the
doctor’s examination, as if she had compromised, and she really became a
stable pregnant woman waiting for delivery.

The top of Davidson Group building.

Brian kept playing back the videotapes of the hospital on the day of the
explosion.



He always dreamed of Sarah these days, and she showed blood and tears in
the dream and kept asking why he didn’t come to save her.

Brian faintly felt that the accident that day was quite strange.

At this time, the assistant knocked on the door and came in, “President,
Secretary Zack has taken the doctor to visit Miss Lidya in the United States,
shall we wait for him to come back and go to Gristen together?”

Brian deeply stroked his forehead and shook his head, “Tell him he doesn’t
have to come back. , We will go tomorrow.” At the last bidding meeting, he
saw that there was a project to transform Gristen, and he subconsciously
submitted the bid. Naturally, no one dared to compete with him.

Gristen, he and Sarah went there once after their marriage. At that time, they
were preparing birthday gifts for Mrs. Davidson. The old lady believed in
Buddhism. They heard that the magical tools consecrated by the masters here
are extremely spiritual, and they have mentioned it more than once.

Sarah’s eyes were gleaming, full of suppressed desire, and he promised to be
with her for an unprecedented time.

After asking for a magic weapon, the two asked for a lottery before leaving.
The master sighed heavily after receiving the lottery.

“Doesn’t start well, doesn’t end well.”

This marriage is dusty after all.

Later, Brian was inexplicably gloomy when he went down the mountain. He
happened to catch up with Stephen and called her for something. Brian was
even more furious, thinking that she was hiding a man from him, and forcing
her in the woods under this place, provoke her. They went back and he went
down to bed with a high fever for a week.



Thinking of this, Brian clenched his fists deeply, desperately suppressing the
dull pain in his chest.

At this time, Sarah in the manor was taking a walk in the small garden to
breathe. She raised her eyes to the sky from time to time, feeling in a daze
that she did not exist in this world.

Suddenly, as the dusk approached, there was a bell ringing from the depths of
the mountains, and Sarah turned around and paused as if suddenly
remembering something.

The ringing of the bells lasted for a long time, the strings in her head moved,
and her hands trembled with excitement.

She has heard this chime!

She knows where she is, she is saved!

Chapter 17

Early in the morning in the United States, Lidya just woke up sleepy and
received a call from her subordinates.

“Hey, what’s bothering you in the morning…what? Run? Why don’t you go
after it! Where can she go with her big belly, a bunch of rice buckets!”

She suddenly became sober and slammed the phone angrily.

She really underestimated Sarah.

Now she doesn’t want to go back to China. If the child in Sarah’s stomach is
gone, she will be delayed by the Davidson family.



After thinking for a moment, Zack knocked on the door and came in. She
immediately got up and said, “Book a ticket and go back! Otherwise, our plan
will be all over!”

On the other side, Brian just got on the extended commercial vehicle, and his
right eyelid kept jumping.

He didn’t sleep well last night, and it seems that today he is going to Gristen to
find a master to explain his dream.

A life and death chase is being staged on Gristen Mountain.

Sarah was walking around in the grass with her big belly, and the angry
searching men behind her got closer and closer. She was really weak with her
big belly.

Seeing that she was about to run to the mountain road, there was a sense of
relief in her eyes, as long as she could meet a passing vehicle to stop the ride,
she could get rid of those people!

At this time, a commercial vehicle approaching in the distance ignited her
hope. She tore off the clothes held by the grass branches and rushed to the
road with a wave of hands to intercept.

The driver slammed the brakes, causing Brian in the back seat to frown
deeply.

“What’s the matter?” The driver looked ahead, “President, there is a
big-bellied village woman in front of us stopping our car. She seems to be
asking for help. Should we…”

Seeing that Brian’s expression was not good, the assistant looked at him with
readiness to receive a reprimand, “Are you kidding me? Drive her away and
take the car forward!” The driver deserves to bite the bullet and get out.



When Sarah saw someone, she pulled her throat and wanted to talk, but
Lidya gave her medicine for her bad throat, and she was just “whooping” to
others.

Sarah stomped her feet in despair. Suddenly, her eyes swept to the silhouette
on the back seat window, and she immediately threw off the driver and went to
his boss for help.

Hearing the sound of violently tapping the car window, Brian lowered the car
window unhappily.

The person in front of him became clearer and more complete, and he was
stunned when he saw Sarah.

Sarah was the same, even forgetting that she was still running for her life, she
would never think that the last straw was Brian who wanted her life!

Brian was also shocked. The woman in front of him was so dirty. He was
afraid that maybe he was possessed. When he saw someone, he thought it
was her.

“Woo…”

Brian! Please help me! Lidya wants to grab our child!

Seeing that the dirty woman in front of him couldn’t say the whole thing, he
hesitated even more.

At this moment, his mobile phone rang like an urging, and Zack’s voice on the
opposite side was anxious and panicked.

“President, it’s okay! We just left the airport, but Miss Lidya’s car had an
accident, and a lot of blood is lost!”

Brian was furious, “Aren’t you in the United States?”



Zack was anxious,” Miss Lidya thought to come back early to give you a
surprise. She said that she wanted the president to watch the birth of the
baby… Please come to the hospital! Miss Lidya’s situation…”

Zack almost shouted, and of course, Sarah outside the car window heard it.
She stared at Brian blankly, with tears in the corners of her eyes.

Brian had no intention of caring about other things. If the child in Lidya’s
stomach had an accident, Mrs. Davidson would definitely ask for life and
death, “Drive away the idlers and drive!”

Sarah became stiff and looked like a stranger. Brian.

He was unaware of her scorching gaze, and he was even more unmoved
when Sarah reached into the car window helplessly and grabbed his sleeve.

The assistant and the driver dutifully dragged her away from the car.

The exhaust of the car sprayed in front of her, and she sat down on the
mountain road, stunned as if she had been shot with a paralyzing bullet.

Suddenly, the men who had been chasing her rushed out and tied her back.

At the same time, her stomach began to ache sharply, and dense cold sweat
oozed from her forehead.

A man noticed her strangeness, and he stuttered when he leaned over to see,
“This…is this woman going to give birth? Below…this is the broken amniotic
fluid!”

Sarah almost fainted in pain, at this moment on the mountain. Several monks
came down and took her to the temple when they saw it.

Sarah was dragged away by people in a daze, unaware of where she was,
only knowing that she was trying her best to build strength.



An old woman’s voice next to her was instructing her, “Hold on, don’t sleep,
you will come out soon!”

“Ah…” She stubbornly endured the pain for several hours, and finally listened
when she was almost unable to hold on. There was a cry of a child.

“Oh, it’s… no wonder the belly is so big…”

She couldn’t understand the old woman’s words and fainted in a blink of an
eye.

At the same time, Brian hurried to the hospital.

“How is she!”

Zack immediately got up, “It’s been two hours since she was sent in.
President, don’t worry, Miss Lidya has her own vision, so she must be fine.”
The Lady Serena also came over, crying dimly, and said What if her grandson
is gone, she won’t live anymore.

Brian stood silently to the side, thinking of the child in Sarah’s stomach.

If she didn’t die and didn’t have a miscarriage, the expected date of delivery
would be almost these few days.

If the child is born, will he be more like him or more like Sarah?

Thinking of Sarah’s eyes that were as cool as springs, he was indulged in his
memories and couldn’t help himself. He didn’t notice the opening of the
operating room door at all.

Lady Serena greeted the doctor as soon as he came out, “Doctor, what is
going on with my daughter-in-law and my grandson!” The doctor took off the
mask, smiled, and sighed in relief, “Congratulations.”



Chapter 18

Conference Room Davidson Heights

“Okay, thank you Mr. Davidson for your patient explanation just now. I also
wish you smooth cooperation this time. Our enthusiastic audience is also very
curious about it. You have not held a wedding so far. Five years ago, you and
the international actress Lidya’s wedding had been prepared. Why didn’t it
take place as scheduled? Is the relationship between the two in crisis?”

The eyes under the golden silk frame are as calm as ice, Brian was silent.

The assistant on the side stepped forward, “What other recordings are still
being recorded? I don’t know how to filter this problem?”

Brian got up and left the conference room indifferently without a word.

As soon as he got into the car, Mrs. Davidson called in.

“Brian, I will push all the entertainment tonight, go home for dinner.” Brian
frowned, “Tonight is the negotiation with Jin’s business representative, I will
come back later.”

Lady Serena looked aside in distress, “Then give me a push too, if you don’t
come back quickly, you will never see your mother again!”

The other side hung up the phone angrily, Brian lighted a cigarette and
vomited A few layers of smoke rings, slightly exhausted, ordered, “Go to the
old house and also contact the representative sent by the King to postpone
the meeting.”

This way, it is good to give King prestige, and he can also dominate the profit
when signing the contract. right.



Davidson’s old house is full of joy and a childlike atmosphere.

Today is the birthday of the young master Ervin Davidson. As the only blood of
the Davidson family, he is the only rich child in the city with all his favorites.

As the little birthday star, he was not at all happy, just staring at the door
quietly, waiting for the tall figure to appear.

Lidya’s eyes were deep when she saw this, and when she turned her head,
her eyes were gentle, “Ervin, come and blow the candles, Dad will be back
later.”

Ervin reluctantly moved over.

Half an hour later, when Brian returned, he was already asleep on the small
sofa.

Seeing his son’s calm side face and his gentle and beautiful brows, he always
couldn’t help but think of that woman.

The most attractive thing about Sarah was her eyes, and that’s why Mrs.
Davidson believed that she was a cunning fox who would seduce people with
winks.

Ervin opened his eyes in a daze and was stunned when he saw his father.

Dad’s eyes were really gentle and affectionate, but why did he all disappear
when he was awake, leaving only apathy?

“Dad, you haven’t said happy birthday to me.”

He hurriedly got up and grabbed Brian who was about to go upstairs.



In the past few years, he had never looked at this son more, because this was
Lidya’s son, which made Brian always guilty of thinking of the life in Sarah’s
stomach.

Brian shook him away, “I was busy, good night.”

Ervin watched his father’s figure disappear in the corner, tears falling in large
numbers.

At the same time, in the restaurant’s private room, Brian’s assistant hurried to
the appointed private room and successfully met the representative of Jin’s.

What surprised him was that the young woman sent by the Jin family was
actually a young woman who looked only in her twenties, and her eyebrows
were familiar.

“Representative Lisa, hello, I am President Davidson’s assistant. I’m sorry, he
has something urgent tonight. I hope we can make an appointment next time.
President Davidson will definitely apologize in person.”

Upon hearing this, the beautiful and cold woman took a sip of the red wine.
savor a long while before opening faint, “no issue, I can understand, but next
time I want to see him on the table, words matter in our field, I will return to the
United States this weekend and asked him to grasp the opportunity.”

The aura of the woman inf front is not inferior to that of Brian at all.

The biggest consequence of the missed appointment that night was that Lisa
replied in the email every time, “Sorry, Mr. Davidson, I have an appointment,
and I will find time another day.”

Brian couldn’t make an appointment with her anymore.



Lisa came here as an olive branch thrown by Jinshi. In terms of jewelry
design, Jinshi is a recognized pyramid tip at home and abroad. Apart from
Jinshi, Brian can’t find a good partner.

Seeing that only two days were left before Lisa returned to the United States,
the assistant inquired that Lisa would be attending a golden wedding
ceremony held at the West Tower Hotel that night, and immediately reported it
to Brian.

Brian sneered at the corner of his mouth, “Hmm, to the West Tower Hotel.”

He has always brushed his face in the City. Whoever wants to hold a banquet
during his busy schedule will be considered a big face. Welcome, the etiquette
at the door naturally did not dare to stop him.

That night, a highly respected retired official of the city held a golden wedding
memorial ceremony for himself and his wife. When he saw the arrangement of
the scene and the costumes of the servants, Brian had to sigh in his heart.

This Lisa can sit firmly as the head of the King’s wedding design department,
and she has extraordinary talents.

After the ceremony began, it was a boring process. Brian sat in an
inconspicuous corner, scanning the crowd, searching in secret. When his eyes
fell on the bride’s wedding dress on the stage, he couldn’t help leaning
forward, clenching his hands tightly.

He had seen that wedding dress, and it looked very similar to the one he
ordered to make for Lidya, but it was obviously more gorgeous and delicate.

The wedding did not take place, Lidya’s wedding dress was grayed out long
ago, and the drawings of her private design have never been passed on, but
how could it be so similar?



While he was meditating, a reckless little girl carrying a cake, accidentally
tripped and ran into his seat.

Chapter 19

He quickly stretched out his hand to separate her from a sharp corner next to
him and took it back when he saw her getting up.

The little girl kept saying sorry, she raised her eyes guiltily after seeing Brian’s
expensive suit stained by her cake.

“Sorry sir, I will pay you.”

The assistant on the side was about to explode, pay? Mr. Davidson’s suit is
worth a million, can she afford to pay?

But seeing this girl is also very rich in clothes, it must be the daughter of a
noble person present. The assistant resigned to help Brian to extinguish his
anger. To his surprise, President Davidson showed no signs of anger and
talked to this girl. Wind and water rise.

“Although I don’t know how to make it, I can eat it. Like this kind of cake, I can
list the ingredients with just one bite.”

Looking at Tracy’s complacent expression, Brian’s smile deepened.

“Is that right? Another day let your parents bring you to my house for a
dessert, and eat to your fill.”

Tracy’s eyes suddenly heard a projection light, “Yeah! Thank you! Thank you,
Uncle!”



She simply jumped with joy, she didn’t notice the complicated and nostalgic
look in Brian’s eyes.

It’s so alike. The coolness in her eyes when she raised her eyes, and the arc
of the crescent formed by the end of her eyes when she laughed, they all
looked too much like Sarah!

That’s why he couldn’t help but talk to her.

The more the assistant looked at her, the more familiar she became, as if she
looked a bit like someone he had met not long ago.

At this time, a pair of bright red high-heeled shoes came over calmly and
stopped in front of the three of them.

“Tracy.”

Tracy smiled and turned and threw into Lisa’s arms, “Mummy! I found a
particularly delicious cake and wanted to give you for taste, I have been
looking for you for a long time!”

Brian also looked at Lisa, When he saw her, he was stunned, as if his heart
had stopped beating, and the blood had clotted back.

Sarah… know you!

He even forgot to call her aloud.

Although the woman in front has fairer skin, a high-cold aura, and a mole on
her eyebrows, he can still recognize her at a glance.

Lisa was holding Tracy and was just about to leave, and her wrist was firmly
clamped by a force. She frowned unhappily and turned back, “Sorry,
gentleman, what’s the matter?”



Brian said dully, “You are not dead.”

Lisa was taken aback, and then laughed, “Why, is it normal if the one standing
in front of you is a corpse?”

Brian deepened his hands, “Since you’re not dead, why don’t you come to
me?”

Does she know? In the past five years, he has been thinking about her crazy
every day and night!

Lisa couldn’t help being sullen, but when she glanced at the desperate and
eloquent assistant behind him, her anger dissipated, and she smiled, “You are
Mr. Davidson, right?”

The assistant’s heart raised and immediately attached his ears. To Brian, “Ms.
Davidson, this is Ms. Lisa’s representative sent by the Jin family!”

Brian’s gaze became more complicated, but he still did not let go.

“This is your daughter? Are you married? With whom? Stephen?”

Lisa was speechless, “We are meeting for the first time. You have so many
irrelevant questions to ask. You are here today, not to be with me. Talking
about cooperation?”

Cooperation is a sh!t, compared to letting him know that she has not only
been alive but also married and had children in the past five years, he even
wanted to give up everything and kill the man!

Then he would imprison her by his side so that she could not leave again.

Lisa’s tone also turned cold, “Since Mr. Davidson is so insincere, then I will
leave first.”



The next second, the entire banquet heard the exclamation here and cast his
eyes, and after seeing the situation, he hurriedly turned his head. , So as not
to cause trouble to the upper body.

Brian lifted the woman into the air, and that woman was still holding a child in
her hand. What scene was this?

He hugged Lisa and walked out of the hall quickly, leaving Tracy and the
assistant staring at each other with a dumb face.

It was early winter, and Brian’s Phantom sports car stopped at the door and
did not start for a long time. The temperature inside was surprisingly low.

He slammed her into the back seat hard and stepped on without waiting for
her to struggle.

Brian held her tightly in his arms, k!ssed her lips, taking in the long-lost
sweetness.

“Um…”

Lisa waved her hand, but couldn’t push him away.

Entangling, he reached out and rubbed the skin under her gown like
punishment, and she cried out in pain.

After finally letting go of his lips, Lisa immediately bit on the back of his hand
viciously, he stopped moving and looked at her deeply.

Brian’s hand was bitten by her with blood.

“Heh… Mr. Davidson, I hope you can give me a reasonable explanation!”

She was angry.



Brian patiently encircled her in his arms, “What’s the explanation.”

“Last time I missed an appointment, this time I lost my morals. If your
company does not want to cooperate with the Jin family, the Jin family will not
catch up. The representative who came, insulting me and ruining me like this,
is this your usual style?”

He laughed lowly, “Sarah, your mouth has become more powerful.”

Lisa replied with an unwilling look. ” I’ll say it again, I’m Lisa, and I am not
named Sarah!”

Hearing that, Brian approached her unexpectedly, a warm breath spitting out
from her neck.

“No? Why is your body so nervous when I touch you?”

“If not, why do you have the same taste and sensitivity as hers?”

Chapter 20

Hotel room, Tracy sat on the bed obediently. Seeing Lisa coming back with a
pale face, she cautiously leaned forward.

“Mummy…”

Lisa suppressed the anger in her heart, “I’m here, go wash first, go to bed
early… By the way, the man I saw today will not be allowed to talk to you
again! He is… an a$shole!”

Of course, it was a b@stard. He forcibly stripped her clothes in the car, l!cked
the birthmark of the cinnabar mole on her shoulder, and looked at her like a
clown.



If it hadn’t been sensible enough in the past few years, she would almost want
to go up and scratch his face!

On the other side, in the old house of Davidson’s, the living room was empty.

Only Lidya leaned lazily on the sofa, dangling a glass of red wine in her hand,
looking slightly drunk.

She was wearing silk pajamas, and she outlined a beautiful figure, plus if
there were no brows and eyes, it was a scene of bloodshot that none could
watch.

Hearing the movement from the hallway, she immediately closed her eyes and
pretended to sleep drunk.

She had prepared so much tonight, even the Lady Serena took Ervin to her
friend’s house to make her a guest. She couldn’t fail anymore!

Brian had never touched her in the past few years, but he did not find another
woman.

She was like a widow but with a living husband, every day she thought about
how to make Brian look at herself more deeply.

Realizing that the man’s breath is getting closer and closer to her, her
heartbeat raced. As long as he drinks the glass of red wine on the table,
coupled with the effect of scented candles, he will definitely lose control!

Did not wait for the expected kiss, only heard him speak coldly.

“Don’t do this again in the future, spend more time in other places.”

Lidya opened her eyes suddenly, blushing like a drop of blood, thinking for a
moment, and whispered and leaned forward.



“Brian… Let’s have another child, Ervin will be in the company… Hmm…”

She leaned on his shoulder obsessively, entangled like a water snake.

As soon as she raised her hand, she inadvertently raised his sleeve, and she
was startled when she saw the tooth marks on it.

Such a small mouth must be a woman’s, and the smell of unfamiliar perfume
on him further confirmed her suspicion.

“What did you do tonight?” She lost that thought at all, full of anger.

Brian pushed her away, “I’m going upstairs.”

As soon as he turned around, Lidya yelled out of control, “Brian! Did you go
looking for another woman? You are worthy of me, worthy of lady Lidya?”

Brian didn’t bother to talk nonsense with her. Lidya is no longer the simple girl
who just stepped into the entertainment industry.

The filth in this circle soaked her thoroughly.

Lidya is still snarling in disregard of her image, “Why do you refuse to touch
me, do you think I am unsightly or something? I have been working hard in the
entertainment industry these years. Have you ever cared about me! Since you
don’t let me go Why don’t you marry me by your side!”

Brian turned and stared at her coldly, “I don’t want to wait, you can leave at
any time, the child stays.”

She was stunned.

Unexpectedly, when she spit out the words in a fit of anger, he would respond
so calmly without hesitation.



Brian went upstairs and turned into the study. Five years ago, he had added a
lounge to the study, and he had never rested in the bedroom.

Not long after, Ervin and Mrs. Davidson returned.

Seeing the layout and quietness in the living room, Mrs. Davidson covered her
mouth and laughed. It seems that Ervin’s mother didn’t waste her time tonight.

Who would have thought that Lidya upstairs had already smashed everything
in the bedroom, and still felt puzzled?

As soon as Ervin closed the door after returning to the room, he met Lidya’s
angry eyes.

“Mom…Mom…”

Lidya covered his mouth and dragged him to the bed before he could yell
because every day someone was assigned to dress Ervin, so she was
pinched to a place that was not easy to find.

While venting, she whispered, “You rubbish, why doesn’t he even like you!”

When she was tired and couldn’t pinch, she looked at Ervin coldly, “If you dare
to sue grandma, I will I don’t recognize you anymore and let you be a child
without a mother!”

Even with all the bullying, children at this age still have dependence and awe
on their mothers.

Ervin is no exception, he nodded with tears.

Lidya laughed at herself again in her heart, this child is really an insult, not like
Brian at all.



In the early morning of the next day, Brian drove to the door of the Imperial
Hotel.

When he saw the dazzling mother and daughter coming out, he raised his lips
and got out of the car.

Lisa saw him about to take a detour, but he reached out and stopped.

“Mr. Davidson, there is nothing to talk about. Although I don’t know how the
headquarters will choose between my suggestion and the profit you give, at
least I will report your actions without hiding a word!”

Brian did not answer, leaning over and squatting in front of Tracy.

“Yesterday I said you would go to my dessert shop. Are you free now?”

If it is normal if you definitely want to and don’t want to go with him, but now…

feeling the low pressure of Mommy on the side, she shook in a daze. She
shook her head, “I ate yesterday…I will not eat cake anymore!”

Brian laughed deeply.

None of the three noticed the thin figure wearing a peaked cap flashing past
the flower bed.

The figure stared at the peaceful scene at the door, shaking uncontrollably.

“Sarah, are you back?”


